
 

ODEON & UCI Cinemas Group wins prestigious CIPD Award  

“HR Team of the Year” 

ODEON & UCI Cinemas Group are celebrating a win at the prestigious CIPD Awards for “HR Team of 

the Year”. 

The Judges cited the Group’s high profile transformation in the last two years with all 9,000 

colleagues contributing to improvements in guest service which led to increased financial results and 

ultimately the acquisition deal announced on 12 July.  

The ODEON & UCI team were selected from a shortlist of other multinational companies based in 

the UK and Ireland. In the winner’s citation, the Judges said:  

"What is strongly communicated throughout is the creativity and ability to engage the entire 

workforce in this journey.  

“Overall, this was an interesting role for the HR team – needing to balance growth in EBITDA, build 

engagement and not alienating the workforce which could have ultimately threatened the pricing of 

the business at sale" 

Group sales and profitability have increased (in 2015 EBITDA earnings increased 84% to set a new 

record) following the arrival of CEO Paul Donovan in 2014 to transform the business by rapidly 

implementing a new strategy to revolutionise the guest experience offered by the Group’s 240 

cinemas. 

The extensive improvements to guest experience could only be delivered with full support from the 

Group’s 9,000 people – and a new HR strategy was critical to the successful delivery of the change 

programme that have been embraced across the Group in the last 2½ years. 

An entire new set of initiatives have been implemented across the Group for all ODEON & UCI 

colleagues, from joining to leaving. Led by Group Chief People Officer Kathryn Pritchard and titled 

“OUR INCREDIBLE JOURNEY” (see graphic below), the new HR strategy was crafted to unite teams 

across Europe on a very public journey, while hosting some of the biggest films in history. 

Group CPO Kathryn Pritchard said “These awards are the most prestigious in the HR industry, 
recognising and celebrating outstanding achievement in people management and learning 
development. We told the story of how we came together and developed a clear and transparent 
'deal' for our people. We have redesigned numerous new ways of working across our Group in 
Europe, and this has helped our colleagues engage fully with our strategy and give our guests a truly 
inspiring entertainment experience.”  

“This award is a great reflection of all the hard work across the Group – and I particularly thank the 
HR team who have helped to coordinate and help their 9,000 colleagues on this incredible journey.” 

…continues… 
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Contact: 

Simon Soffe, ODEON & UCI Cinemas Group:  ssoffe@odeonuk.com  020 7766 1809 
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